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Mortgage advisers have their say on Brexit
~ More UK mortgage advisers think Brexit will have a positive effect on their
business than think it would be detrimental ~
UK, April 26, 2017: With the news that Article 50 has now been triggered marking
the start of two years of negotiations, a survey conducted by mortgage
technology expert, Mortgage Brain, exposes some of the uncertainty over the
impact of Brexit.
In a survey of more than 700 UK mortgage advisers, Mortgage Brain discovered
that almost a third of those surveyed (30%) predict that Brexit will have either a
positive or very positive effect on their business, while less than a fifth (19%)
thought that the decision for the UK to exit the EU will have a negative or very
negative effect.
The survey, which was conducted at Mortgage Brain’s Mortgage Vision events,
also revealed that views on the impact Brexit is predicted to have on their
businesses vary depending on where advisers are located in the UK.
In Newcastle, for example, more than two-fifths (42%) of the respondents think
that Brexit will have a positive or very positive effect on their business, compared
to 18% of mortgage advisers in Leeds.
More than a quarter of advisers in South West London (26%) and a slightly higher
number in Manchester (28%) think Brexit will have a negative or very negative
effect on their business.
Half of the respondents in Birmingham (51%) and Wales (50%) predict that Brexit
will have no effect and this figure is even higher in Winchester, Hampshire, with
more than two-thirds (67%) holding the view that Brexit will have no impact.
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-2Mark Lofthouse, CEO of Mortgage Brain, said, “It seems that the UK mortgage
adviser sector’s views on Brexit vary around the country. There are no apparent
signs of panic and the majority of advisors believe it will either be positive or will
not affect their business.
“While the future is clearly uncertain, it’s good to see that - for the moment at
least - advisors are simply getting on with the job of delivering professional
advice.”
- Ends –

Results charts from the Mortgage Brain adviser survey conducted at Mortgage
Brain’s Mortgage Vision events.
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About Mortgage Brain Limited








Mortgage Brain is an expert in technology and software solutions proactively
supporting Lenders, Networks, Corporates and Intermediary Mortgage Advisers.
Its integrated product suite includes Mortgage, Secured Loan and Conveyancing
sourcing - MortgageBrain Classic, MortgageBrain Anywhere, LoansBrain &
ConveyancingBrain, point-of-sale, CRM, compliance system - the Key, online
mortgage submission - Mortgage Trading Exchange (MTE), websites, calculators,
plugins - MortgageBrain B2C and Data Analysis & Lending Solutions.
Mortgage Brain has over 20,000 users of its products and services and is a Microsoft
Gold Certified Partner.
Industry awards include 4 times winner ‘Best Technology Provider’ at the Mortgage
Strategy Awards, the Pink Service Award for ‘Best Technology Provider’, and 4 times
winner of the ‘Technology Advocate of the Year’ at the British Mortgage Awards.
Mortgage Brain Holdings Limited, formed in 1986, is jointly owned by Barclays, Lloyds
Banking Group, Nationwide, Royal Bank of Scotland, Santander & Virgin Money.
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